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Abstract— This article discusses an estimation approach for the
values of passive elements such as resistance and inductance for a
series inductive circuit using measured voltage and current
waveforms at the source side. The proposed method finds the
unknown two values using the single equation of the circuit by the
least-squares approach with the pre-processed data. The preprocessing of the voltage and current waveforms includes
concatenation of the discrete samples of voltage and current
waveforms with one sampling period shifted. The approach
works for steady-state sinusoidal waveforms as well as transients.
The proposed approach can find the resistance and the
inductance to the transient source in as short as 1/2 cycle length of
discrete sample data. The proposed method is tested with
waveforms generated from LTspice for a circuit of nominal 12 kV
distribution circuit and with real transient waveform from a
power distribution circuit. The evaluation result in both cases is
good. Its good performance with transient waveforms is
particularly significant in that, in such soft fault situations in
utility distribution lines as self-clearing faults, the transient lasts
just about 1 or 2 cycles before the system returns to the normal
state as if nothing happens.
Index Terms— Least-squares estimation, fault-loop, power
distribution circuit, fault location, self-clearing fault.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

OMEMTARY sag faults in distribution feeders show
their distinctive signature behaviors with a few cycles of
transient, but often, less than one cycle, before the system
returns to normal behavior. Thus they have other common
names such as sub-cycle faults, incipient faults, transient faults,
and self-clearing faults. A self-clearing transient fault in
underground cables has its root cause in a water tree
development inside the cable or moisture accumulation in a
cable splice, which leads to a momentary insulation breakdown
followed by arc, which in turn causes rapid moisture
evaporation and temporary insulation recovery [1].
The correct location of self-clearing transitory fault is
crucially important in prevention of permanent faults and
unscheduled outages.
The conventional methods of fault
location which rely on steady-state fault waveforms are not
effective in such short-lived self-clearing faults which
manifests just 1 or 2 cycles of transients before returning to the
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normal state [2 - 5]. However, the manifested transients
represent a distribution circuit; therefore, the location to the
transient source can be calculated by the resistance and
inductance values of the fault-loop of the circuit.
Previously, an approach was developed which was centered
on solving for the unknown location variables (line resistance
and line reactance to the transient source) of a fault loop using
a discrete inverse time-domain differential equation [6, 7].
Unlike the conventional phasor (or frequency) domain fault
location methods developed for permanent faults, the new
time-domain inverse approach worked for transient and steadystate waveforms. Despite the above advantage, there was a
weakness: the resistance to the fault was ignored due mainly to
the fact that there were two unknown variables as stated above
in the single fault loop differential equation. Exclusion of the
resistance to the fault in certain situations and conductor types
would cause unacceptable error in estimating the inductance to
the location of transient source.
We propose a new approach which is based on discrete
parameter estimation with least squares. The discrete leastsquares approach is applied using measurement data of voltage
and current signals at the source side of the circuit. The
proposed method finds the unknown two values, resistance and
inductance, using the single equation of the fault-loop of the
circuit by using the concatenated discrete samples of voltage
and current as the main components for the least-squares
estimation.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next chapter, we
briefly discuss the least-squares estimation. Then in Chapter
III, we model a distribution circuit and formulate the sample
data matrices from the simulated model circuit for leastsquares estimation of the circuit element values. Chapter IV
discusses the evaluation result of the least-squares method
compared with the true values. Chapter V concludes the paper.
II. LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION
The Least-squares estimation (LSE) was invented by Karl
Gauss when he considered inferring the values of the motion
parameters of planets and comets from measured data [8].
Consider M scalar measurements of a signal y(t) are made at
times, tk-M, tk-M+1, ..., tk-1, tk. Let the measurements of y(t) are
assumed to be a linear combination of 2 parameters, β0 and β1
with certain signals x0(t) and x1(t):
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Since the signals aare of discretee measurementt, the circuit
equationn is now expresssed as a differrence equation:
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IV. EVALUA
ATION OF THE LEAST-SQUARE
ES APPROACH
Too test the leastt-squares meth
hod, we simullate the circuitt of
Figg.1 in LTspicce with the element
e
valuess and sourcess as
inddicated in the model space.. The generrated voltage and
currrent signals are as depicteed in Fig. 2. The voltagee is
meeasured at the node "A" an
nd the current measured is that
thrrough the line inductor L3. The waveform
m's saving tim
me is
100ms; thereforee, the transien
nt start time appears
a
at 50 ms
insstead of 150 mss.
The voltage an
nd currents sign
nals are samplled at 128 samp
ples
perr cycle. From
m a certain sam
mple point, leet say 0, which
h is
usuually that of th
he voltage peaak point, the 1//2 cycle length
h of
voltage samples,, namely 64, are
a collected in
i the order: v[0],
v
v[11], …, v[63]. This 64 samples form the single-column
n Y
maatrix. From th
he same point,, the 64 samples of the currrent
siggnal form the second colum
mn of the X matrix:
m
i[0], i[2],
i
…,i[63]. The first
f
column off the X matrix
x is obtained from
fr
thee same numberr of samples but
b with samplling points shifted
by 1 sample poin
nt as explained before: i[1], i[[2],…,i[64].

In thee normal statte the circuit seen by the voltage and
current waveforms arre the sum oof the line ressistance and
inductannce and the looad as modeledd in Fig. 1, soo the correct
total res istance and indductance valuees are R = 62.86 ohm and
L = 69.778 mH, respecttively.
As ann intermediatee calculation ooutput, the maatrix XTX is
obtainedd as
0825 × 10
= 7.0
7..074 × 10

7.074 × 10 ,
7.0826 × 10

and the ffinal output forr parameter as
=

0.0698
8
.
−0.061
15

Thereefore, with Δtt = 1.302 x 10-4, the ressistance and
inductannce are calculatted as:

=

= 0.0698 and

=

∆

= 63.5111 .

These two calcculated values are very closee to the true vallues
of L = 0.06978 H and R = 62.86
6 ohm, respecttively.
B. Test with Tra
ansient Signals
N
Next we testt the least-squ
uares method to the transsient
porrtion of the waveforms
w
as shown
s
in Fig. 4 in its expan
nded
vieew.
In the transien
nt period, thee resistance an
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waaveforms see is the line resistance and inductance
i
to the
moomentary swiitching path through thee time-contro
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ressistors of R4 and
a R5 whose values are neg
gligible during the
traansient period. Therefore, th
he total resistan
nce and inductaance
of the circuit is R=0.41
R
ohm and L = 1.42 mH
H, respectively.

about 1 or 2 cycles bbefore the systtem returns too the normal
state as iif nothing happpens.
Furtheer tests are perrformed with ssimilar 1/2 cyccle transients
resulted from differeent locations of momentaryy switching.
Table I ssummarizes thhe true values oof R and L to tthe switching
point annd the correspponding calcuulated values bby the LSE
along w
with their resppective error rates. Across the varying
values oof R3 and L3 w
which are the reesistance and innductance to
the mom
mentary switchhing point, the error on R is much higher
than on L. The error oon R is 3 - 5% while that on L is 0 - 1 %.
The higgher error on R is thought to be from thhe ignorable
amount resistance inn the switchinng path. However, the
performaance on L is eexcellent and thhis performancce would not
be impaccted even by thhe small amouunt of resistancee in the path.
Overall, the performannce of the LSE is acceptable.
TABLE I
EVALUA
ATION OF THE LSE
E-CALCULATED RESISTANCE AND IND
DUCTANCE TO
T
THE SWITCHING PO
OINTS.
R3 (True)
0.051
0.102
0.255
0.357
0.408

L3 (True)
0.178
0.355
0.889
1.244
1.422

R3(by LSE) L3 (by LS
SE)
0
0.053
0.179
0
0.105
0.359
0
0.262
0.898
0
0.377
1.241
0
0.429
1.421

R3 error (%)
3.922
2.941
2.745
5.602
5.147

L3 error (%)
0.833
0.974
1.059
0.244
0.053

C. Testt with Real Pow
wer Distributioon Signals
Evaluuation with reaal waveforms,, however, is the ultimate
test of tthe proposed m
method. In effforts to evaluaate with real
data froom power disstribution feedders and circuuits, we are
acquirinng self-clearingg fault signalls from utilityy companies
which w
were measureed either at ssubstation buss or circuit.
Howeveer, it is quickkly found that the real circcuit transient
signals are very diffficult to obtain. Fortunateely, here we
d current (green trrace) waveforms of
o the
Figg.4. Measured voltage (red trace) and
present oone real self-cclearing transieent which was captured for
circcuit as modelled in
n Fig. 1 during the transient period of 15 ms.
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=
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These two calcculated values are very closee to the true vallues
a R = 0.41 oh
hm, respectiveely.
of L = 1.42 mH and
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with
w
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hat, in such soft fault situ
uations in utiility
siggnificant in th
disstribution liness as self-clearin
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t
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Fig.5. Meaasured voltage (redd trace) and currennt (green trace) waaveforms from a
real powerr circuit of self-cleearing fault at the llocation of L = 0.44109 mH.
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discrete LSE approach with real transient waveforms from
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and test more waveforms and evaluation statistics, we plan to
publish the result subsequently.
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better sense of the effectiveness of the proposed concatenated
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result soon.
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